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]$ı[yf X$p°. `°ip°[_ l$$p°. dufTp_p¨ ‚dyM`]$ l°W$m D]$hpX$p A¨S>yd_ L$rdV$uA°
`kpf L$f°gp° AN–e_p° W$fph.
.,7S>°hu blpf_u k¨ı\pAp°_u ]$MgNufu D]$hpX$p Npddp¨ Qgphu g°hpdp¨ Aphi° _tl!
""^u `pfku hpµCk'' _u Qmhm_° Ap W$fphdp¨ dm°gp° k¨`|ZÆ V°$L$p°!
D]$hpX$p (FDU)_p¨ dp¢l D`f A°L$ kà>X$ g`X$pL$ [fuL°$ R>°, S>°
b]$g D]$hpX$p kdı[ A¨Sdy __° Adpfp Arc_¨]$_!

[p. 10du Ap°L$V$pb
° f, 2004 _u D]$hpX$p A¨S>y d_ L$rdV$u_u
kcpdp¨ ]$ı[yf∆ X$p°. `°ip°[_ ]$ı[yf lp°fdT]$epf dufTp_p¨
‚dyM`]$ l°W$m, A°L$ Ar[ AN–e_p° W$fph, S>°_° dpV°$ ""^u `pfku
hpµCk'' R>°Îgp 3-4 drl_p\u k[[ ‚Qpf L$fu f¸ÿ R>°, [°
ApMf° `kpf \ep° R>°.

Ap W$fph FDU_° dpV°$S> l[p°, A°V$gS° > Adp°_° k°æ$°V$fu kpl°b°
[° dp°L$Îep° _tl, `Z [°_° b]$g,° L$pC° _u `Z klu hNf,
aL$[ ""D]$hpX$p A¨S>y d_ L$rdV$u_p lzL$d\u'' A°hp iÂ]$p° hpmp°,
lp\_p° gM°gp° A°L$ L$pNS> A°d_p (k°æ$°V$fu)_p¨ L$hfvN `” kp\°
dp°L$Îep° R>°, S>° Ad_° 10-10-04 _u duqV≠$N `R>u, bfpbf
8 q]$hk° d˛ep° l[p°!

Ap _p_L$X$p° `Z dl–h`|ZÆ W$fph, S>° ""≈d° S>di°]$ huL$gu''_p¨
[p. 17-10-2004_p¨ A¨L$dp¨ ‚NV$ \ep° R>°, [° Adp° A”°
fSy> L$e£ R>uA° :
""ApS> fp°S> 22-2-1374 e.T. _° [p. 10-10-2004
_u L$rdV$u_u duqV$̈N W$fph° R>° L°$ Óu∆ Cfp_ipl Ap[ibl°fpd
kpl°b_u ≈mhZu, Mu]$d[, [fuL$[ A_° D]$hpX$p A¨Sdy __p°
hluhV$ D]$hpX$p_p bﬂ° ]$ı[yf∆Ap°_p¨ hX$`Z l°W$m r_edu[
fu[° Q|V$pe°gu L$rdV$u ky]$pd[u fuhpS>\u L$f[u Aphu R>° A_° A°
hluhV$dp¨ D]$hpX$p A¨S>yd_ rkhpe_p¨ blpf_p L$pC° `Z V$pm
° p_p
kÊe_u ]$MgNufu/]$fÁep_Nufu D]$hpX$p A¨S>yd_ Qgphu g°i°
_lu.
D]$hpX$p kdı[ A¨S>y d_
a. L$p. ku^hp - k°æV$° f$ u

D]$hpX$p Npd_p¨ ld]$u_p°_u ""`pfku hpµCk''_°
AfS>
ƒepf\u Ap FDU_p¨ L$[LÆy $p_° u bpb[p° Adp°A° A¨N∆
°∞ dp¨ ‚NV$
L$fhp dp¨X$u, –epf\u D]$hpX$p_p¨S> L°$V$gpL$ kdı[ A¨Sy>d__p¨
kÊep°A° Ad_° rh_¨[u L$fu l[u L°$ Aphp gMpZp° h^pf°
NyS>fp[udp¨S> ApÏhp ≈°CA°, L°$ S>°\u b^p_° [° bfpbf kdS>
`X°$, L°$ FDU D]$hpX$pdp¨ iÿ iÿ L$fhp dp¨N° R>°!
hmu Ap ""A¨S>yd_ L$rdV$u'' A° dp°L$gph°gp¨ gMpZ, L°$ S>°dp¨
""`pfku hpµCk'' kpd° b°l]z̈ $p, N°fCﬁkpau Apn°ep° L$epÆ R>°, [°
hp¨Qu `Z Ad_° gp¡eÿ L°$ A°L$ h°mp NyS>fp[udp¨ dyÿpkf, k¨n`°
dp¨, FDU D]$hpX$pdp¨ iÿ L$fhp dp¨N° R>°, A°_ÿ `p°[p_ÿ V≤$ıV$ X$uX$
L°$V$gÿ _yL$kp_L$pfL$ R>°, rh. [° fSy> L$fhÿ ≈°CA°.

Aphp° W$fph L°$ S>°_° dpV°$ ""`pfku hpµCk'' D]$hpX$p A¨S>y d__°
Nep Sy>gpC drl_p\u `kpf L$fhp AfS> L$f[ÿ l[ÿ [° ApMf°
`kpf \ep° A° ]$fp°bı[ R>° A_° apDﬁX°$i_ ap°f X$uh°g‡d°ﬁV$ Apµa
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lh° _tl fl°! `f¨[,y FDU _ÿ V≤$ıV$ X$uX$ [p° kph Sy>]$uS> hp[ L$f°
R>°. S>d
° Nep A¨Ld
$ p¨ Adp°A° S>ZpÏeÿ l[ÿ L°$ Ap V≤ı$ V$ X$uX$_p¨
[dpd l°[yAp° A_° ›e°ep° kphÆS>_uL$ R>°, A_° `pfkuS>f\p°Ì[uAp° dpV°_
$ p° A°L$ iÂ]$ `Z Ap V≤ı$ V$ X$uX$dp¨ R>S
° >
$ p MygpkpAp° L$f,°
_tl! dpV°$ FDU _p¨ V≤ı$ V$uAp° Nd° [°Vg
[p° [°_p° L$̈C A\ÆS> _\u! Ap V≤ı$ V$ X$uX$dp¨ S>° l°[A
y p° gMpep
lp°e, [°S> ‚dpZ° V≤ı$ V$uAp°_° h[Æhp_u afS> fl°!

""apDﬁX°$i_ ap°f X$uh°g‡d°ﬁV$ Ap°a D]$hpX$p'', ep_° D]$hpX$p Npd_p¨
rhL$pk dpV°$ ı\`pA°g¨y Ap "apDﬁX°$i_', [° dyb
¨ Cdp¨ d° 2003dp¨
f°∆ıV$X$Æ L$fhpdp¨ ApÏey¨ l[y.¨ A°_p¨ V≤$ıV$uAp° R>°: (1) ]$ı[yf Myfi°]$
]$ı[yf L°$L$pb
° p]$ ]$ı[yf (‚dyM); (2)Óu. ]$u.L°$. [¨bp°gu (d°_∆
° N¨
V≤$ıV$u); (3) Óu. S>°lp¨Nuf Apf.S>°. L$pdp (kl-‚dyM);
(4) Óu. `u.L° $ . gpl° f u; (5) Óu. du_y Apf. Óp° a ;
(6) Óu.bf≈°f A°Q. Ap¨qV$ep; (7) Óud[u lp°dpe A°_.
dp°]$u A_°; (8) X$p.° lp°du bu. ^pgp.

A°V$gS° > Ad° Nep A¨L$dp¨ gMu Nep l[p L°$, ""≈d° S>di°]$
huL$gudp¨ Ap k¨]$cdÆ p¨ Aph°gp¨ b^p¨S> gMpZp° S>° ]$ı[yf∆_u
klu kp\_p¨ R>°, [° cp°mp `pfkuAp°_u Ap¨Mdp¨ ^|m R>p¨V$° R>°.''
Apdp¨ L$pC° Ar[Ìep°qL$[ R>°S> _tl! ƒep¨ ky^u Ap FDU _p¨
V≤ı$ V$ X$uX$dp¨ S>Xd
$ m
| \u a°fapf \pe _tl, –ep¨ ky^u L$pC° `Z
Mygpkp° dpﬁe fMpeS> _rl¨! rkhpe L$° My]$ NyS>fp[ kfL$pfS>
[°dp¨ `pepÍ$`u `qfh[Æ_ L$f!°

gNcN ]$pY° $ hjÆ ANpD Ap V≤ı$ V$/apDﬁX°i
$ _ _u ı\p`_p
\C, [° hp[, A_° –epf `R>u S>° L$p¨C [°_p kÊep°_u
‚h©r–[Ap° l[u [° rhj° L$pC° _° L$pC¨ S> Mbf _ l[u! S>° L$pC¨
\[y¨ [° b^y¨ Ry>`pRy>`S>! [° A°V$gu l]$ ky^u L°$ My]$ A°
apDﬁX°i
$ _ _u kcp [°_p ‚dyM_° –ep¨, D]$hpX$p dp¨ dm[u
[° `Z –ep¨_u A¨S>d
y __p¨ kÊep°_° dpgdS> _tl! ƒepf°
Aphu R>°âu duqV$̈N 1 Sy>_, 2004, _° ]$u_° D]$hpX$pdp¨S> dmu
A_° Adpfu ≈Zdp¨ ApÏey¨, –epf°S> ""`pfku hpµCk°'' Ap
bpb[_u R>ZphV$ L$fhp_u iÍ$ L$fu.

[p∆ Mbf
A_° Ap kp\°, ƒepf° Ap A¨L$ dp°X\$° u ‚NV$ \hp ≈e R>,°
[°Vg
$ p¨S> k|QL$ k¨L[$° p° d˛ep R>,° L°$ NyS>fp[ kfL$pf_p¨ dyøe
krQh, Óu. `u.L°$. gpl°fuA° FDU _° A°hu bf_ÿ S>ZpÏeÿ
R>° L°$ lpgdp¨ b^u bpb[p°_° bpSy>A° d|Lu$ , aº[ _uQgp
rhjep° D`fS> gn gNpX$hp_ÿ R>:°
(L$) ]$qfep_p¨ `pZu\u S>° D]$hpX$p Npd_u A¨]f$ h^y A_°
h^y Aph[p¨ ≈e R>,° [°_° fp°Lh$ p dpV°_
$ p¨ Mpk ‚epkp° L$fpi°.
(M) `pZu_u [°dS> huS>mu_u kdıepAp° ]|$f L$fhp
_h°kf\u ‚e–_p° \i°.
(N) fı[pAp°_° A°hu fu[u kdpfhpdp¨ Aphi° L°$ S>°\u
NpdhpkuAp° [°dS> kl°gpZuAp°_° ”pk \i° _tl.
(O) N¨]L$ u$ ]|f$ L$fhp `Z b^p ‚epkp° \i°.
kp•\u AN–e_u hp[ A° R>° L°$ Ap b^p L$pep£dp¨\u FDU
blpf fl°i.° aL$[ hgkpX$ ∆âp_p¨ L$gº° V$f, Óud[u hpky]h$°
_u kp\°, D]$hpX$p N∞pd `¨Qpe[_p¨ L$dQ
Æ pfuAp° A_° D]$hpX$p
A¨Sd
y __p¨ L$pC° L$ kÊep°, –ep¨_p¨ b° ]$ı[yf∆Ap° kp\° dmu
Ap b^p¨ L$pdp° L$fi° A_° L$fphi°!!
Óu∆ Cfp_ipl `peﬁ]°l$ bp]$!

khpg A° DWep° l[p° L°$ D]$hpX$p Npd_° Ap^y_uL$ fu[° rhL$kphhy¨
A_° –ep¨ ApNm kp¨ıL©$r[L$ ‚h©r—Ap° [°dS> V|$qfıV$p_° ° dpV°$_p¨
≈[≈[_p¨ ApL$jZ
Æ p° fpMhp, rh. Ap A°L$ Ar[ Arcgpju
ep°S>_p l[u, S>° Óu∆ Cfp_ipl_u Apk`pk_p¨ NpdqX$ep
hp[phfZ_° M[f_pL$S> `|fhpf \pe.
ANpD_p¨ A¨L$pd° p¨ NyS>fp[udp¨ `Z Ap hp[p° Adp°A° L$lu l[u.
`pfku L$pd° _p¨ A°L$ dp°V$p cpN° ""^u `pfku hpµCk''_u FDU
rhÍ$›^_u Tÿbi° _° `|fp° V°$L$p° Ap‡ep° l[p°.
D]$hpX$p A\p°f_p_ A¨S>y d__° `Z Ap b^u A_yrQ[
rhN[p°_u ≈Z ""`pfku hpµCk''dpfa[°S> \C l[u!
ƒepf° Adp°A° FDU _u Aq[Ìe L$pÎ`r_L$ ep°S>_p\u D]$hpX$p
Npd A_° `pL$ Cfp_ipl_° L$V° $gÿ dp°V$ÿ _yL$kp_ \i°, A° lL$uL$[Í$`°
b[phu Ap‡eÿ, A_° `pfku L$pd° dp¨ Dlp`p°l dQu Nep°, –epf°S>
FDU _p¨ L$p°CL$ V≤$ıV$uAp° "X°$d°S> L$ﬁV≤$p°g' L$fhp ≈d° S>di°]$
huL$gudp¨ blpf `X$Èp!
Ap FDU _p¨ V≤$ıV$uAp°A° A°L$ g°Mdp¨ A°hp ""MygpkpAp°''
L$epÆ l[p L°$ `eÆV$_ A_° kp¨ıL©$r[L$ bpb[p° FDU _p¨ AS>°ﬁX$pdp¨
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THE LALBAUG LEVIATHAN
How A Monstrosity Called Hilla Towers Has Systematically
Destroyed The 170-Year-Old Wadia Adaran!
Bhathena had everything mentally planned. How
could he give Rs.3 crore to the trustees of the Agiary,
and what would he get in return? That could only be
done if his plan of a 20+ floor building were to be
implemented.

An old Parsee lady accosted us the other day near the
Lalbaug bus stop. the poor thing looked thoroughly
confused. "Bawa, Ahinya Wadia nee Agiary ooti, te
kyan gayi?" she asked. "It's very much there", we
replied, "Fakkat, e bichara Adaran saheb ne
permanent grahan lagunch!" No heavenly body has
cast its shadow, though. It's an earthly organisation
called, Hilla Builders, which is thoroughly responsible
for performing the veritable vanishing act!

At that time, ofcourse, one had not dreamt of
the veritable draconian pact Bhathena would
have with Ahriman himself in the months to
come, to ensure that Lalbaug's Wadia Agiary
was completely dwarfed and eclipsed by his
fanciful, monstrous Hilla Towers!

Cut to January 2001. There was no "Parsee Voice"
then. A phone-call from a Parsee gentleman from the
USA, who was visiting Mumbai, whom we did not
know, inquired if he and Zarir Bhathena could pay
us a visit the next Sunday, as Mr. Bhathena wanted
some advice regarding the construction of a building
for Parsees near the Lalbaug Agiary.

The present trustees of the Wadia Fire Temple, who
include Kersi J. Limathwalla, Shirin N. Wadia and
Shyam A. Wadia, played no mean role in striking
deeply at the very subject-matter of their trust.
A Litany Of Litigation :

The conversation ranged from Bhathena's defeat at
the BPP hustings to certain happenings at the
B.D. Petit Hospital, where Bhathena was (and is) a
trustee. Mr. Bhathena was at pains to explain how
orthodox he was and that he would never allow any
harm to come to the Lalbaug Agiary, as he regularly
performed his departed mother, Hilla's ceremonies
there! It was just that the Mumbai Municipal
Corporation wanted to widen the road, for which the
old chawl at the periphery of the compound of the
Agiary had to be removed. Besides, the chawl
buildings were in a dilapidated condition. These old
buildings also had shops whose owners lived there,
who would have to be rehabilitated.

What followed in the year 2001 itself was a lawsuit
slapped by Bomi Mistry, Bahadur Sanjana and others.
A thousand pities that many Nowroze Baug residents
shied away from joining these vigilant Zoroastrians,
also of Nowroze Baug!
But, even before that, Wadia Agiary trustees had to
face a string of litigations, beginning with the last
decade of the 20th century.
In 1993, some local residents and devotees sought to
restrain the trustees as they were allegedly
committing irregularities and intended to demolish
the building and the temple complex. The Charity
Commissioner in his order passed in January, 1997
disposed of the application stating that it was not bona
fide.

The long and short of our talk was that a bigger
meeting be held, with more people, at the Lalbaug
Agiary itself.

A writ petition was then filed in the Mumbai High
Court in 1998, which was subsequently allowed to be
withdrawn, as the Wadia Agiary trustees assured the
Court that there was no intention of demolishing the
fire temple or shifting the Fire to some other place.
All that they wanted to do was to develop(?!) the
property and renovate the existing structure.

Thus, on a chilly Sunday evening, we discussed the
entire gamut of issues that would crop up once the
20+ storeyed building came up. It was suggested then
by an active Navroze Baug resident that a sevenstoreyed building on the North side, many feet away
from the Agiary could easily serve the purpose. But
3

Another shocking matter cited before the Jt. Charity
Commissioner by the trustees was the examples with
photographs of some Mumbai Agiaries, like the
Manekji Sett Agiary, Mithaiwala Agiary, Edawala
Agiary, etc. and even the Anjuman Atash Behram,
close to which there have been residential and
commercial buildings, for many years... One can well
imagine the calibre and mind-set of some
present-day Parsee trustees who themselves
come out to give such examples, most of which
are totally untenable and unjustified! And,
whoever said that 10 wrongs will make the 11th
right?

As usual – the gimmick employed by most trustees of
fire temples today – the Wadia Agiary trustees told
the judicial authority that they were not in a position
to undertake the repairs and reconstruction of the
tenanted building (the two-storeyed chawl mentioned
above). So, tenders were invited for "development" of
the trust property!!
Out of the four offers received by the trustees, the
highest was made by Hilla Builders, which offered
Rs.3.75 crores to be paid in seven instalments. To top
that, the trust would get Rs.30 lacs for repairs,
renovation of the existing Agiary building. Hilla
Builders' tender was accepted.

To cut the long, sordid episode short, the objectors,
lost their case in August 2001 and went in appeal to
the High Court, where, too, the Charity
Commissioner's order was confirmed. The final appeal
in the Supreme Court was also summarily dismissed.

The builders, euphemistically called "developers",
struck the first blow to the Adaran Saheb, by
knocking down the portico of the Agiary building,
under the pretext of it being in a dangerously
dilapidated condition! This was done before
Mr. Bhathena met us!

But the litany of litigation did not end there, thanks
to the indefatigable zeal and fervour of Parsee
Zoroastrians like Bomi Mistry, Yazdi H. Desai and
others. The Parsee Voice salutes them!

The 2001 suit filed first with the Charity
Commissioner was decided in favour of the trustees
and Hilla Builders. What one fails to understand is
that if the 2-storeyed building was to be repaired or
re-constructed, and if the Agiary building was to be
repaired, there was absolutely no need to go for a
fearful giant, like Hilla Towers which will generate
more than Rs.3 crores for the trustees! As regards
the Agiary building, did the trustees ever appeal
to the Parsee community for funds? The
community in Mumbai has never flinched in
opening its purse strings for such religious
purposes! But trustees of many an Agiary or
even Atash Behram have an eye on that extra
FSI/TDR, which would fetch them lollies galore!

Hilla Towers at Lalbaug is a deplorable
testimony to man's brazen display of arrogance.
It is the 21st century's tribute to the temple of
gross materialism, at the altar of which the
consecrated Adaran has been woefully
sacrificed! It is a complete betrayal of the trust
reposed in present-day Parsees by our worthy
ancestors!
May the ignominious havoc wrought on the
sacred Adaran, which, literally does not have
any breathing space, weigh on the conscience
of all those responsible for the systematic and
complete destruction of its sanctity, for
incarnations to come!

Again, why is it that Agiary/Atash Behram trustees
in Mumbai deliberately allow the trust buildings to
go to seed, so that then they could rush to the
authorities and say, "our coffers are empty"?

As they say, "Pride precedes punishment!" And,
what about those Parsees who will be living in
this concrete giant? Won't they also be
answerable in Nature, as those who aided and
abetted the perpetrators of this blasphemy?!

What is conveniently forgotten is that it's the Fire
Temple building that is paramount and all other
structures are subservient to it. The Lalbaug Wadia
Agiary trustees and Hilla Builders are guilty of
reversing that prime principle by creating the
dragon called Hilla Towers, which is about to
swallow the little Wadia Agiary in its maw!!
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7 HIGH PRIESTS OF INDIA
CONDEMN THE PROPOSED
WORLD BODY OF ZOROASTRIANS
The Trustees
Bombay Parsee Punchayet
Dr. D.N. Road, Mumbai 400 001.

WB that condones and actively acknowledges conversion, by
institutionalising it through the Constitution of the proposed
World Body, you are making the entire community a party to
condoning that which is against the practice of the religion in
India for over 1250 years. As High Priests of the community,
we cannot allow this to happen. A WB with this kind of
mixed membership, now or in the future, will not only
threaten the religious identity of our community but
will also endanger the survival of our race, religion,
and its institutions, defeating the very purpose for
which our ancestors first came to India.

Dear Sirs/Madam,
Sub.: Proposed World Body of Zoroastrians
In recent times, the community has been turning more and
more to us, the High Priests, for guidance in matters that
might be seen by some at being beyond the parameters of
Religion per se; yet these matters are so intrinsically woven
and inseparable – from issues that have a direct bearing on
the Religion viz. the survival of our Race and the role that
the Parsee-Zoroastrian community must play in the
preservation of the true, classical form of the Zoroastrian
religion, that it becomes imperative for us to guide the
community in all such composite matters.

We have survived and progressed in India for over a
millennium under the divine protection of our Holy
Iranshah Atashbehram and the other Padshah Sahebs
enthroned in India. We did not need a WB to protect
our "interests" then, and we do not see the need to have
one now. We see no benefit accruing to the Parsees of
India by our joining this World Body. In fact, if the
BPP/FPZAI were to join, it would be a dangerous and
foolish move.

The present crisis faced by the community is in connection
with the move by the Federation of Parsi Zoroastrian
Anjumans of India (FPZAI) and/or Bombay Parsi Punchayet
(BPP) to join the proposed World Body of Zoroastrians (WB).

As High Priests of the community in India, it is our duty to
provide guidance to the community in times of crisis. In
performance of this duty, we caution you that this WB is
a threat to our survival as a community and to our
religious denomination. We reiterate that the
formation of the World Body does not have our
sanction and that it would be in the interest of the
community to drop any move by FPZAI and/or BPP of
joining such a WB, now or in future. Let not future
generations of Parsees be deprived of the rich heritage
passed on to us by our worthy ancestors.

When this matter of FPZAI and/or BPP joining the WB was
brought to our notice earlier, we had, after considerable
thought, opined that this WB was completely unacceptable
for many reasons; the most important being that the new
WB would accept as members, directly or indirectly,
self-proclaimed converts from around the world.
Some of us immediately wrote to you expresssing our
concerns and requested you to refrain from joining such a
WB. All seven of us whole-heartedly supported the Public
Meeting organized by The Parsee Voice, in Mumbai in 2003,
where the community passed a Resolution (without a single
dissenting vote) strongly disapproving of any move by
FPZAI and/or BPP joining or associating with any such WB.
We are informed that a copy of the said Resolution was
forwarded to you.

Yours in His service,
Sd/Dastur Dr. Kaikhusroo
M. JamaspAsa
(Mumbai)

At that time, we felt that this very strong verdict against
the WB from the community as well as from us, the High
Priests of India, would suffice to close this unfortunate
chapter, forever. We are deeply pained that this has not
happened, and matters in fact are moving ahead to
form the WB.

Sd/Dastur Dr. Firoze Meherji
Kotwal (Mumbai)
Sd/Dastur Khurshed Kaikobad
Dastoor
(Udvada)

As you are aware, our migration from Iran to India was an
intentional and planned one for the sole purpose of preserving
our religion and race through our spiritual and religious
institutions. Under no circumstances, should this over-1250
year old Anjuman of Parsees of India be equated and put on
par with the pseudo-Zoroastrians, who now claim to profess
the Zoroastrian faith, and whose increasing numbers abroad,
will have the potential of marginalizing our community under
the unfortunate auspices of a new World Body. By joining a

Sd/Dastur Cyrus Noshirwan
Dastur
(Surat)
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Sd/Dastur Meherji K. Meherjirana
(Navsari)
Sd/Dastur Dr. Peshotan Hormuzdyar
Mirza (Udvada)
Sd/Dastur Nadirshah P. Unvalla
(Bangalore)

MYSTERIOUS GOINGS-ON
AT DOONGERWADI
seats, basins and sinks dumped near the car park!
He sent SMSs to all the BPP trustees immediately.
Only one of them responded from Kiwiland – Maneck
Engineer, who said he didn't know anything about it!
No one else bothered! Exactly a week later, The
Times of India broke the news with a picture of a few
trunks of felled trees lying around. That's when
BPP's "smooth operator", in charge of
Doongerwadi and Chairman Minoo Shroff
rushed to the site in the morning. Also present
were Dr. Kapadia, Khojeste and Firoza PunthakeyMistree, Dr. Anahita Pundole and video-cameraman,
Sarosh Daruwalla.

Since 2001, things and events at Mumbai's
Doongerwadi complex are getting curiouser and
curioser. Or so it seems! Those were the days when
the DDD-AG, aided by certain vested interests in the
BPP, tried their best to push in the alien, antiZoroastrian "prayer-hall" for those Parsees who were
cremated. They did not succeed.
At that time, we had a sneaking suspicion that at least
the vested interests in the BPP are not going to take
it lying down. Some mischief or the other was bound
to crop up sooner than later.
Unfortunately, in a year's time, another BPP trustee,
who should have known better, got an Irani couple to
donate a mortuary at Doongerwadi, as a "transit
camp" for the Parsee corpse, whose relative/s 12,000
miles away, would rush to Mumbai to kiss the last
goodbye to a frozen slab of what once was a warm
human body! As a wit put it, no one thought of a micro
oven, nearby, to bring it back to room temperature!

We quote relevant and very pertinent extracts from
Dr. Viraf Kapadia's letter written to the BPP trustees,
the same day :
1) This has reference to the article appearing in
The Times of India Mumbai dated Saturday 25th
September, 2004 on the subject noted above and
the visit by President of B.P.P. Mr. Minoo Shroff
and the trustee in charge of Doongerwadi,
Mr. Dinshaw Tamboli at 11.30 a.m. on the same
day.

All along, another bug had bitten the BPP trustee
and staff in charge of Doongerwadi, alongwith
members of the fanciful "Doongerwadi Advisory
Committee" (DAC): – a beautification campaign!!

2) During their visit, myself and other social
workers of the Parsi community took them
round to show extensive damage wilfully done
to the greenery of the premises of
Doongerwadi. The two honourable trustees
saw the trunks of dozens of trees which were
lying there after they were felled illegally. At
the same spot the trustees also saw the open
space which is being used as a dumping
ground where debris of the old buildings,
broken toilet seats, and basins were dumped,
which were not from the Doongerwadi
premises but brought and dumped there by
the person who is supposed to look after the
entire Doongerwadi complex.

We searched high and low in the Vendidad, both
in Avesta and Pahlavi, if any reference was
available for "beautifying" the Dakhmas and
their environs. We drew a complete blank.
Incidentally, Vendidad is the most ancient
Zoroastrian text, which gives the entire lowdown on the Dakhmas.
So great became the craze for beautification with some
members of the DAC that soon they got all mixed up
with words like afforestation, deforestation and
reforestation! In other words, they didn't know
whether they were going or coming!
That's how the present crisis began to brew in the
Doongerwadi precincts. Some staff members blinked
in utter surprise to see trucks making sorties, carrying
rubble, debris and chopped trees inside the
Doongerwadi precincts!

3) With a view to meet any exigency which may
arise since the photograph of the trunks illegally
felled has appeared in today's Times of India, the
trustees had brought with them Mr. Sarosh
Daruwalla for video shooting. In the video
shooting, illegal felled trees, debris, broken
toilet seats and basins have also been covered.

Things came to a head when Dr. Viraf J. Kapadia
residing at Godrej Baug, was stunned, one Saturday
afternoon, recently to see trees which were "felled
illegally" and debris of old buildings, broken toilet
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4) Here it is worthwhile to suggest that whenever
any project at Doongerwadi is undertaken, the
procedure adopted by the contractor carrying out
work or public road must be also implemented. In
that, the contractor must display a board stating
the nature of the project, scope of the project, at
who's instance being done, date of commencement
of the project and expected date of completion. In
this way, the members of the Parsi community will
be able to distinguish between legal and illegal
activities on the BPP estate.

dumped at Doongerwadi will be cleared by
Wednesday 29th September 2004. Not only that,
but the trustees will see that henceforth no
part of Doongerwadi is misused as a dumping
ground, and to that end the person/s who are
liable for these dirty activities be taken to task
as it hurts the religious feelings and
sentiments of the Parsi Community.
As Dr.Kapadia states, the debris was to be cleared
after a few days. You can't expect anything but a
smooth cover-up from a smooth operator! BPP's PRO
made a vain attempt in this regard, as his lies were
exposed by Dr. Pundole and Mrs. Punthakey-Mistree.

5) Under the Maharashtra conservation of trees
(Act), it is compulsory to number every tree which
has got big trunk and branches to update the
census. May I therefore request you to number each
and ever tree at Doongerwadi because the
provisions of the law are applicable both in the
public place and private premises. Kindly plant
the following trees: Arjun, Peepul, Banyan,
Putranjeeva, Karanj as they are strong and
suitable for the city of Bombay. Kindly give a report
to the Tree Officer once in six months. You can take
advice and technical assistance in any matter
connected with planting, protection and
preservation of trees from the tree authority.

The following questions remain unanswered:
(1) Where did the rubble come from? Surely not from
Godrej Baug, as the BPP alleged! Was it that
interested parties were using our Doongerwadi
precincts as a dumping ground for contractors of new
high-rise buildings in the vicinity?
(2) Who is responsible for the illegal felling of trees?
Why isn't there an inquiry in the matter and the guilty
punished?
(3) Is the Department of Dirty Tricks (D.D.T.) in the
BPP working overtime? Parsees! Be vigilant.

6) As promised by the two visiting trustees it is
hoped that all the debris brought from outside and

TRUSTEES OF WADIA AGIARY SHOULD BE TAUGHT A LESSON!
Sir, There was an old beautiful Agiary – Wadiaji's Agiary
– at Lalbaug which has been around maybe for more than
a hundred years and which has been catering to the needs
of the Zoroastrians residing in Nowroze Baug, Wadia
Baug, Tata Colony and for other Zoroastrians around the
Lalbaug-Parel area.

other staff. One can only imagine the confusion and
chaos that will take place where once there was
serenity and tranquility – which is necessary for a
devotee – that calmness will be totally lost.
Could not the trustees, who are supposed to be pious,
devout and religious, think of the adverse consequences
which would be created by this monstrosity called Hilla
Towers? The trustees and the builders seem to have
disregarded the sentiments of the community and for
what? For money?

I am not a regular Agiary-goer but visit it when an
Uthamna ceremony of a dead friend or relation
occurs. I knew that Hilla Builders were
constructing a twenty-five storied high-rise Tower,
but I only realised the havoc it had already caused
to the once holy and popular Agiary amongst the
Zoroastrians, when I went there this evening.
Previously it had a serene and peaceful
atmosphere, which is so absolutely essential for
prayers. For the first time it struck me what
damage the Tower had done to this simple yet
sacred place.

The Zoroastrians who matter are requested to visit
the site and see for themselves what a mess the
trustees and builders have done and castigate them
– verbally and publicly – to ensure that such
trustees, who have acted blatantly in total
disregard to the sentiments of the community are
taught a lesson which they will never forget.
May I ask who is going to benefit by the building of this
tower?

The Tower is built blocking the old familiar
aesthetic view of the Agiary. And when the full
occupancy is achieved, there will be almost over a
hundred vehicles and an army of security and

Yours truly,
Dali J. Gundevia
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FDU TO BE KEPT OUT OF UDVADA AFFAIRS
Gujarat's Chief Secretary Upholds The Sentiments
Of The Parsee Community
Just on the eve of going to the press, we reliably
learn that Gujarat Government's Chief
Secretary, Mr. P.K. Laheri, has issued
instructions to the District Collector of Valsad,
that under her supervision and with the
assistance of the Gram Panchayet of Udvada,
alongwith the co-operation of the Udvada
Anjuman and the two High Priests of Udvada,
the immediate needs of the Udvada village and
the Parsee pilgrims be met, in the first instance.

Zoroastrians, who had appealed to him not to
allow the FDU to carry out its agenda in Udvada
and to desist from hurting the religious
sentiments of the community.
The timely resolution by the Udvada Samast
Anjuman, to keep out any organisation from
interfering in the Anjuman matters, must have
strengthened Mr. Laheri's decision to keep FDU
out!
The Parsee Voice stands thoroughly vindicated!
A hosanna for Shreeji Iranshah! May His Glory
and Lustre shine resplendently for years to
come!

They include, preventing the sea water from
eroding the land, improving and repairing the
roads, ensuring adequate supply of water and
electricity, etc.
By issuing these instructions, Mr. Laheri has
bowed to the wishes of thousands of Parsee

UDVADA ANJUMAN, WATCH OUT!
Non-Zoroastrians Have Already
Started Arriving At Iranshah!

explained that this was a holy place of pilgrimage and
admission to the Atashbehram was only only for Parsi
Zoroastrians. On hearing this, one of the Germans walked
away. The other German said they had come to India for
work at Daman and Boisar and were with an N.G.O. He
would not give the name of the N.G.O.

Sir
On Monday, 11th October 2004 I had been to Udvada
with my husband and a friend to pay our respects to
Iranshah Atashbehram.
Being a weekday, it was quiet and peaceful and there
were few Parsis in the Atashbehram. After finishing
our prayers at around 2 p.m., just as we were
getting into our car, we saw 2 foreigners in an
autorickshaw heading towards the entrance of
Iranshah.

While there was one watchman, can we not be more
vigilant?
Maybe, we can have a more effective security system.
Kerman D. Sarkari

Both the foreigners had cameras and were making
inquiries, when we approached them. They mentioned
they were Germans and were interested in the fire which
was burning for "700 years" in the Atashbehram! We
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